schoolchildren, shake hands with politicians, and end up dancing in the street. 1 This gathering of such disparate groups as homosexuals, children, public health workers, and police was not a spontaneous 1960s "happening" in Golden Gate Park. Rather, this was the Central City Street Fair, an all-day festival staged in the gritty blocks south of Market Street in San Francisco. The festival, moreover, was a culmination of several years of activity among ministers, gay activists, social workers, and community members who worked to draw attention to and propose remedies for the unique problems faced by residents of San Francisco's Central City-a large area consisting of the neighborhood north of Market Street better known as the Tenderloin and the grid of streets in the mixed residential-industrial area south of Market Street.
The street fair was sponsored by the Central City Target Area, a neighborhood anti-poverty program funded through President Lyndon Johnson's Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO). The Central City Target Area, the subject of this article, was established in late May 1966 after a sometimes bruising contest that pitted insurgent community organizers in Central City against the city's recently established anti-poverty and civil rights leadership. The process of agitating for the creation of a new local War on Poverty outpost inspired community organizers to examine the nature of disadvantage in San Francisco's Central City, produce a new discourse explaining the origins of poverty and disadvantage among the denizens of that area of the city, and, through public pressure, coalition building, and applied research, convince a broad swath of the city's leadership of the validity of their claims and the legitimacy of their ideas. The new poverty knowledge and the discourse it created emerged as the federal government made available to cities hundreds of millions of dollars to combat poverty-San Francisco gained access to $3.5 million in the program's first full year.
2 In San Francisco, as in other cities, the maneuvering and 1. Bob Graham, "Something For All At Street Fair," San Francisco Chronicle, June 26, 1967. 2. "Community Action Means Opportunity," Application to the Office of Economic Opportunity for funding under Title II-A of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (1965 by the Economic Opportunity Council of San Francisco, Inc., 1965, Government Documents, San Francisco Main Public Library (hereafter SF Main Library). say, 'Hey, there's problems here too that need to be addressed. '" 5 This article details the movement by Hansen and his fellow community organizers to create the Central City Target Area and to win official recognition for the area by the SFEOC. The community organizers managed to achieve this goal through an approach that included the related tasks of first drafting a new chapter in the history of poverty knowledge and a unique narrative explaining how and why Central City denizens were disadvantaged and subsequently agitating for recognition of the area by building relationships with the city's political elite and inspiring neighborhood denizens to demand equal treatment by the anti-poverty establishment. 6 The historical record points to several reasons why Central City was not included in the original group of four anti-poverty target areas. First, SFEOC leaders in San Francisco defined poverty as primarily race-based. The four neighborhoods initially designated as target areas were also the city's widely recognized ethno-racial "ghettos." Central City, by contrast, was almost entirely white and thus did not fit within the reigning racial definition of poverty. Second, the four original target areas had already been the site of a great deal of organizing; the community leaders in those neighborhoods had built organizations, established connections with civic leaders, and learned how to apply pressure to get what they wanted. The two neighborhoods comprising what became known as Central City were, by comparison, disorganized and without political connections. Third, additional poverty areas likely would have meant less funding for the original target areas. Finally, it was well known throughout San Francisco that not only was the race of the poor in Central City unlike the ethno-racial ghettos, but the social qualities of the poor too were distinct. In particular, many of the city's homosexuals, impoverished elderly, abusers of drugs and alcohol, and young runaways and cast-outs made their homes there. These factors said to many in the anti-poverty establishment that people in the Tenderloin and South of Market, as victims of their own vices, did not deserve the same efforts made to assist 5. Rev. Ed Hansen interviewed by Martin Meeker, Aug. 4, 2009, Regional Oral History Office (hereafter ROHO), University of California, Berkeley.
6. In this article, I employ the term "denizen" to account for those who socialize, regularly visit, and/or work within the Central City area, in addition to those whom the census would count as official residents of the area.
those living in poverty due to a combination of racial discrimination and structural economic factors.
Discourses on urban poverty dominant at the beginning of the Great Society ran through and helped justify the exclusion of Central City by the anti-poverty establishment. Perhaps the most influential of these was Oscar Lewis's "culture of poverty" thesis. 7 As presented in his book Five Families: Mexican Case Studies in the Culture of Poverty (1959) , Lewis attributed the intractable persistence of poverty among racial minorities to the inculcation of a set of negative values "by the time slum children are age six or seven." 8 Placing poverty so early in the life cycle of "slum children," Lewis's theory nearly essentialized poverty among racial minorities, arguing for the difficulty in breaking out of the cycle of poverty in which one grew up. When Daniel Patrick Moynihan popularized Lewis's thesis in his famous study The Negro Family: A Case for Action (1965) , he also proposed that, if racial minority families incubated poverty, those same families must be fundamentally changed before the cycle could end. Addressing the black family in particular, Moynihan argued that the culture of poverty might be shattered and the attainment of middle-class status made more likely if such families took the form of cohesive, heterosexual units with male breadwinners and female homemakers. In San Francisco, the leaders of the SFEOC drew upon these and other ideas when identifying only neighborhoods in which ethno-racial minority families dominated, as opposed to all impoverished areas of the city. By excluding the areas of the city known not only for a majority white population but also for a substantial population of homosexuals and others who lived outside conventional nuclear families (and hence without a large percentage of conventional families that might be shored up or reformed), the framers of the SFEOC conformed in their thinking to a racialized poverty knowledge and 7. For more on poverty discourse and anti-poverty movements, see especially Alice O'Connor, Poverty Knowledge: Social Science, Social Policy, and the Poor in Twentieth Century U.S. History (Princeton, N.J., 2001) ; O'Connor rightly points out that, while the "culture of poverty" thesis was influential, other-sometimes competing, sometimes compatible-ideas informed the public and professional poverty discourse in the early and mid-1960s. Also see James Patterson, America's Struggle against Poverty, 1900 -1980 (Cambridge, Mass., 1981 Underclass, and Public Policy (Chicago, 1987), 137. proposed ameliorative programs strictly within a conventionally gendered, heterosexualized framework.
Whatever the reasons that establishment figures initially excluded and later rejected the naming of Central City as a target area (a full examination of those reasons is beyond the scope of this article), I argue that community organizers in Central City used this exclusion as an opportunity to study and then explain the unique form that disadvantage took in the Tenderloin and South of Market.
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The architects of Central City's bid for inclusion pioneered a new discourse on the origins of poverty that blended the culture of poverty thesis with earlier ideas, such as moral uplift, and newer ones, including the sociology of deviance and community-organizing approaches developed by Saul Alinksy.
The coalition of liberal ministers, gay activists, and Central City residents who worked together to produce a new poverty knowledge focused less on racial discrimination and cross-generational poverty, but much more on social isolation and its causes. quality education, good jobs, decent housing, and, importantly, role models who had access to all of the above. 10 Wilson described those stuck in poverty due to social isolation as the "truly disadvantaged."
As Central City's advocates contended, many of the area's residents had experienced profound discrimination due to their non-normative sexual and gender identities, often at the hands of families who rejected their children and forced them to fend for themselves; once rejected, they became refugees from the suburbs, accepted only in urban vice districts such as San Francisco's Tenderloin. Although not disadvantaged because of the color of their skin, these social outcasts were nevertheless sequestered in urban slums where a lack of jobs, substandard housing, poor health indices, and isolation from family support and succor made them queerly disadvantaged. When the SFEOC acquiesced to the demands of community organizers and named Central City an anti-poverty target area, it endorsed this new conception of poverty, which identified the rejection of people with non-normative sexual and gender identities as one important factor in their isolation from the opportunities available to the citizenry at large.
The fact that federal dollars went to stage a counter-culture street fair in 1967 fits well within what scholars already know about the War on Poverty's controversial Community Action Program, which in some cities was led by proponents of Black Power and other radical ideologies.
11 But the Central City Target Area reveals not merely another example of local activists pushing the boundaries of civil rights and social justice in the heady mid-1960s. Rather, the formation of the Central City Target Area offers a case study of how grass-roots activists and complicit local bureaucrats marshaled resources to garner federal support for programs that conflicted with the well-established gendered politics of the welfare state that prioritized male breadwinners, female dependents, and normative heterosexuality. Welfare, 1890 Welfare, -1935 The Queerly Disadvantaged 27
Home to many of San Francisco's homosexuals, unattached elderly, and young runaways and cast-outs (many of whom were homosexual, transsexual, drug addicts, prostitutes, or some combination thereof), the population of Central City represented the polar opposite of the heterosexual nuclear family that politicians and activists across the spectrum of politics and race idealized. Nevertheless, the SFEOC came to fund programs directed at assisting this population to adapt to their circumstances rather than conform to mainstream norms and provided a broader civic legitimacy for the needs of these groups. Thus, the establishment of the Central City Target Area represents one of the first moments in which homosexuals and those who occupied a shared cultural terrain received benefits from the welfare state based on the factors that made them different from other citizens.
Historian Margot Canaday persuasively argued that from the time in the early twentieth century when the federal government began recognizing homosexuals and others who did not abide by sexual and gendered norms, bureaucrats simultaneously sought to limit their access to citizenship rights and responsibilities by, for example, barring them from entering the country or deeming them ineligible for military service. 13 This establishment of a "straight state," in Canaday's words, was fully achieved during World War II. As soon as the straight state was established, however, activists sought to bend it by finding a way for non-heterosexual Americans to participate fully as citizens. A movement along these lines began in the 1940s as gays and lesbians who served in the armed forces challenged the Pentagon's punitive discharges. The effort twenty years later by community organizers in Central City to gain recognition reveals one important, albeit localized, chapter in this long effort to bend the straight state and award full (Cambridge, Mass., 1994) citizenship rights to those seen as queer. For half a century homosexuals, or people tainted by the brush of perversion or deviance, had been excluded from the civic sphere-including the responsibility to serve in the military, along with access to a host of rights such as Social Security survivor benefits. By mid-1966, then, the funds given to and administered by the Central City Target Area signaled an important moment in the movement to establish the viability and legitimacy of social relations within the welfare state beyond the conventionally gendered, heterosexual family norm.
Early advocacy among the queerly disadvantaged in San Francisco
The making of the Central City Target Area is a tale of a diverse group of individuals exploring the barriers they faced and articulating an understanding of why they suffered from poverty, chronic unemployment, and other ills such as alcoholism and drug abuse. In articulating the contours of disadvantage in Central City, these individuals produced new knowledge that at once cast poverty in non-racial terms and also explained that specific groups were disadvantaged not as individuals per se but, in part, because of their membership in groups isolated from the middle class and the mainstream, the adequately employed and the well-housed. The steps leading to this new understanding had local antecedents dating at least to the early 1950s when a fledgling gay rights movement established itself in San Francisco. That movement addressed the needs of men and women marginalized because of sexual and gender identities deemed pathological, sinful, or otherwise problematic by the population at large.
14 The best-known organization of this era was the Mattachine Society, States, 1940 -1970 (Chicago, 1983 founded in Los Angeles in the early 1950s; it soon moved to San Francisco where it published a magazine, the Mattachine Review, and opened an office south of Market Street. Shortly after opening to the public, Mattachine Society leaders were inundated with pleas for help from a variety of people in San Francisco and beyond who were not adequately served by extant social, legal, and religious organizations. Mattachine employees and volunteers received letters from individuals incarcerated for violating obscenity statutes or running afoul of lewd-vagrancy laws. They fielded telephone calls from lonely homosexual men and women seeking a sympathetic minister or psychologist to help alleviate guilt or possibly nurture a sense of self-respect. They received visits from gay men and lesbians in search of landlords or employers who would not discriminate against homosexual tenants or employees.
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The Mattachine Society and the Daughters of Bilitis, a lesbian organization based in San Francisco, espoused similar agendas and sought to improve the situation of homosexuals by creating change in the political sphere. 16 Leaders of these organizations approached the principal voice of San Francisco's emerging liberal Democratic regime, Phillip Burton, and lobbied for public attention to the problems faced by homosexuals. Burton demurred initially, telling the activists that it would be political suicide to propose a gay rights agenda at that point-it was the early 1960s, and California still banned sexual relations between two members of the same sex. He did suggest, however, that the activists cultivate the clergy as an ally, much as the NAACP had done in the South during the 1940s and 1950s. The activists thought this an unrealistic notion at first, but they were willing to try, and, besides, the ranks of the ordained were changing markedly. 17 Simultaneously, a progressive young minister named Ted McIlvenna was invited to join the staff of Glide Methodist Church 15. "Calling Shots," Mattachine Review, Jan. 1959, pp. 27-28 . For more on the social service function on the Mattachine Society, see Martin Meeker, Contacts Desired: Gay and Lesbian Communications and Community, 1940s-1970s (Chicago, 2006 Burton (Berkeley, 1995). in the heart of the city's Tenderloin district. 18 Under the leadership of Rev. Lewis Durham, Glide was undergoing a transformation from a dying inner-city white Protestant church to an activist congregation that would welcome marginalized people.
19 While exploring the streets around the church, McIlvenna discovered the presence of a large number of young people, many homosexuals and some runaways, prostitutes, drug addicts, and those whom we might today call transgender. 20 To minister to and address the needs of this population, McIlvenna established the Young Adult Project at Glide Urban Center, the social service arm of the church. Recognizing that many Tenderloin denizens he encountered were homosexual, he also reached out to the leaders of the Mattachine Society and Daughters of Bilitis. As a result of these early conversations, McIlvenna played an instrumental role in convening a group of homosexual activists and Protestant clergy for a weekend-long "consultation," or conference, on the topic of homosexuality and the church.
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The consultation took place primarily in Marin County, north of San Francisco, late in May 1964, but it began with a Saturday evening tour of gay bars in San Francisco during which most of the attending clergy made their first forays into these central institutions of the gay world. 22 The organizers wanted to initiate a productive dialog between homosexuals and ministers leading, perhaps, to formal cooperation in the future. That formal relationship came with the establishment of the Council on Religion and the Homosexual (CRH) in early July 1964. 23 With the CRH operating out of the Glide Urban Center, the stage was set by the summer of 1964 for continued attention to civil and social problems faced by homosexuals, especially those who lived in or frequented the Central City area where the CRH and Glide, as well as several other homosexual organizations, focused their energies.
Race, ethnicity, and geography in San Francisco's War on Poverty
If one back story to the establishment of the Central City Target Area begins with "homophile" activists in the 1950s, the story proper dates to August 1964 when President Johnson signed the Economic Opportunity Act. Under Title II, the act called for the creation of Community Action Programs, or CAPS, to provide "services, assistance, and other activities of sufficient scope and size to give promise of progress toward the elimination of poverty."
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Within a month, the Democratic mayor of San Francisco and former labor leader, John "Jack" Shelley, established the San Francisco Economic Opportunity Council (SFEOC) as the city's CAP, the non-profit corporation that would submit funding proposals and locally administer federal disbursements. In an effort to get community members involved directly in decision making about the use of War on Poverty funds and to adhere to program guidelines calling for the "maximum feasible participation" of the poor, the SFEOC proposed a geographic approach to disbursement of authority and, hence, monies.
25 The SFEOC's application to the OEO explained:
Billions of dollars of Federal, State, City and private monies have gone and continue to be used toward eliminating the social and economic 23. Minutes, box 9, Don Lucas Papers, GLBT Historical Society; also see "Clergy Shatter Another Taboo," Christian Century, Dec. 23, 1964 Dec. 23, , p. 1581 conditions of poverty. The traditional methods of expending these funds have not been successful in their goal, and it is the firm belief of the [San Francisco] Economic Opportunity Council that the reason for lack of success . . . is the lack of real and meaningful participation of the recipients of these services in the determination of service programs and their implementation.
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According to the SFEOC, then, the solution to this quandary, and the way to attain "maximum feasible participation," was to create an "Area Development Program" with neighborhood-based outposts where most programs would be created and managed. 27 Although aimed at facilitating the maximum feasible participation by the poor, professional staff created these outposts and established the parameters in which the poor might participate in the programs. 28 In determining what sections of the city would be identified as poverty target areas, the SFEOC program administrators looked to census figures mapping income in San Francisco, but they also drew upon common sense and, ultimately, race-based notions of where the city's poor were concentrated. An SFEOC report noted that initial studies identified eight "poverty pockets, consisting of over one-half of the census tracts where 33% or more of the families had incomes of less than $4,000" or in which individuals had incomes of less than $2,000 per annum-one federal definition of poverty.
29 But, according to civil rights leader and first SFEOC executive director Everett Brandon, a less precise conception of poverty also guided the administrators. He recalled that they based the creation of the target areas on 26. "Community Action Means Opportunity," Application to the Office of Economic Opportunity for funding under Title II-A of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (1965 an understanding as to where the two black communities were [the Western Addition and Hunter's Point]. The Latino community was in [the] Mission, the Asian community was in the Chinatown area. So that was just a natural configuration. . . . And so it was pretty much established in the minds, I think, of public San Franciscans that these were the poverty target areas. I think it just was something that we naturally felt was the right nomenclature for identifying our places.
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Historians continue to debate the degree to which Lyndon Johnson established the War on Poverty to provide economic opportunity for African Americans almost exclusively or whether the goal of the program was to combat poverty in a colorblind fashion. Scholars who argue for the latter look back to the program's origins in the administration of John F. Kennedy and his expressed interest in helping poor whites in Appalachia. Those who claim the program was intended mainly for African Americans point to Johnson's desire to defuse urban racial tensions. 31 But the debate over the program's intended beneficiaries is beside the point, as the history of how various groups-black, white, Asian, Latino, urban, and rural-who engaged in sometimes vociferous, always contentious battles for funding clearly shows. Many African Americans believed the program was established to assist them in their goals, while other groups thought the program would help all ethno-racial minorities or, more broadly, all impoverished Americans, regardless of racial background.
This larger national debate occurred in San Francisco too. Yet, because of San Francisco's multiracial demographics, along with additional factors such as "deviant" sexuality and gender, the resulting discourse took a different form than in cities where the discussion was very clearly racially polarized. Due to the additional factors, what happened in San Francisco foreshadowed the multipolar world that today defines urban politics. Still, in 1964 the combination of economic and ethno-racial factors at the base of the SFEOC's definition of poverty seemed like a "natural configuration," as did the determination of who would be considered poor and where poverty zones would be established. After all, African Americans knew from experience that residential segregation and employment discrimination were as real in San Francisco as in other cities. The ideal of a colorblind approach to addressing economic inequality, moreover, came in for scrutiny during the mass protests contesting the hiring practices of auto dealerships and hotels in San Francisco throughout 1963. These protests played a role in the appointment of the first African American to public office in the city and brought about the establishment of the city's Human Rights Commission. These gains demonstrated the relative power and cohesion of the city's black community and positioned leaders of that community to guide the poverty program come 1964.
32 When Mayor Shelley appointed civil rights activists Everett Brandon as SFEOC executive director and Dr. Arthur Coleman as board chair, many in the city's black community considered the poverty program theirs.
But San Francisco had been a multiracial city from its inception as an instant metropolis during the Gold Rush, and other ethno-racial groups, particularly Mexican Americans and Chinese Americans, had also experienced historic patterns of residential and employment discrimination in the city. Very soon after it became apparent that the SFEOC was considering focusing primarily on the Western Addition, Hunter's Point, and, to a lesser extent, the Mission, community and religious leaders from Chinatown stepped forward and demanded inclusion in the program with their neighborhood recognized as an official target area too. Struggle in San Francisco, 1945 -1969 (New York, 2000 . In addition, the majority of voters statewide sought to repeal fair housing legislation with the passage of the notorious Proposition 14 in 1964, leaving many black and anti-racist Californians convinced of the intransigence of white racism. On Proposition 14 in the San Francisco Bay Area, see Robert Self, American Babylon: Race and the Struggle for Postwar Oakland (Princeton, N.J., 2003), 260-265. 33. On the Western Addition, Hunter's Point, and the Mission as the original target areas-to the exclusion of Chinatown-see "Statement of Basic Principles of The process by which Chinatown gained inclusion appears to have been relatively quick and simple, accomplished between the circulation of SFEOC's initial statement in September 1964 and the submission of an application for a demonstration project in late December 1964.
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The final grant application for the first funding year included four "poverty pockets," the aforementioned target areas of the Western Addition, Hunter's Point, the Mission, and Chinatown. Alongside statistics on income, racial and ethnic data dominated the official rationale provided for the establishment of each target area. The ethno-racial descriptions and demographic data largely followed what sociologist John Skrentny called the "official minority" categorization scheme of "Negro, Spanish American, American Indian, and Oriental" that was a standard feature of federal surveys and documents by the mid-1950s. 35 For example, the application noted that Chinatown was "described by the Census Bureau as 91% 'other nonwhite.' These individuals, 8465 in number, consisted principally of Chinese and Filipino citizens and aliens seeking citizenship status." 36. "Rationale for the Chinatown-North Beach Area Development Program Administration Budget," included in "Community Action Means Opportunity," Application to the Office of Economic Opportunity. The application noted that "the population served contains an extraordinarily large number of persons who have an additional barrier, that of non-fluency in English, to handicap them in their quest for employment and for the social services to which they are legally entitled"; it is apparent that non-fluency is a "handicap," in addition to non-white racial identity. On Chinatown, see Victor Nee, Longtime Californ': A Documentary Study of an American Chinatown (New York, 1981) .
37. "Sociological Perspective on Hunters Point," in "Community Action Means Opportunity." On Hunter's Point, see Arthur Hippler, Hunter's Point: A Black Ghetto (New York, 1974) . racial but curiously middle-class terms as "the oldest Negro community in the City. Most Negro-owned and operated restaurants, businesses, and offices of professional people are located there."
38 Only the Mission target area broke the direct race-to-place parallel by which the other neighborhoods were described while still defining the area in terms of its non-white ethno-racial diversity. The application noted that in the Mission "Spanish-speakers" predominated, with American Indians, Negroes, Filipinos, and Samoans also residing there.
39 Thus, SFEOC administrators defined poverty through income but also foregrounded non-white racial identity as a key factor in the composition of a disadvantaged neighborhood. Among the areas studied by the SFEOC, but excluded from the CAP applications, were four census tracts south of Market Street and five tracts in the Tenderloin in which a large percentage of the population lived below the poverty line but were also mostly white.
40 For many denizens of San Francisco's Tenderloin and South of Market neighborhoods, this official exclusion from the target areas in 1964 felt like malign neglect-or, as Rev. Hansen put it, "wrong, unjust." In response to this perceived neglect, the spirit of community organizing soon caught fire in what would become known as Central City. 40. Of the other three census areas not initially recognized as poverty zones, most areas were closely adjacent to the established target areas, and thus residents could obtain services within the established zones; it was anticipated that the original areas would expand into these neighboring areas, as Hunter's Point soon included the Bayview District. Because of its geographic isolation and demographic differences, however, Central City advocates had good reason to fear it would remain unorganized and thus not served.
Poverty research and community organizing in the Tenderloin
assisting in the founding of the gay rights organization Council on Religion and the Homosexual in 1964, Glide proved to be a key institution for individuals interested in combatting the problem of social marginalization. Rev. Fred Bird, Rev. Edward Hansen, and Mark Forrester worked alongside Durham and McIlvenna at Glide. All three men, who became active as Central City advocates, were white. Forrester was also a poor but politically active gay man who lived in a Central City residential hotel. Forrester's most notable achievement up to 1966 was his role in drafting "The Brief of Injustices"-a prescient 1965 document that enumerated ten "injustices" faced by homosexuals, including systematic employment discrimination and police harassment, and that, by extension, hypothesized a homosexual minority on a par with and in many ways comparable to ethno-racial minorities. 41 Forrester also subscribed to Saul Alinsky's approach to community organizing and deserves credit as among the most vocal advocates of the Tenderloin in the 1960s.
42 By the fall of 1965 Hansen, Bird, and Forrester were researching the problems faced by youth, young adults, and elderly who socialized on the streets and lived in the residential hotels of the Tenderloin.
These advocates quickly learned-or already knew-that the problem of poverty manifested neither in a broadly colorblind or a narrowly race-based fashion. These poverty researchers and community organizers studied the same census documents used by the SFEOC, along with reports authored by that group, and they found that the Tenderloin suffered from economic factors similar to and in some cases worse than the four established target areas. For example, a report produced in November 1965 stated that the number of families in the Tenderloin with income below the poverty line stood at 37 percent, and adult unemployment was at least 9 percent. These figures made the Tenderloin comparable to each of the four established target areas.
43 Even more striking, 26 percent of Tenderloin residents were over the age of sixty-five, double the percentage in Chinatown, the target area statistically closest to the Tenderloin. Yet the report also made clear that only 6 percent of the Tenderloin population were members of ethnoracial minority groups, making the area lily white compared to the original four target areas, each of which, except the Mission, had minority populations of at least 70 percent. Moreover, numbers on family composition revealed the Tenderloin as a statistical outlier. For example, only 14 percent of the population lived within a family unit in the Tenderloin, in contrast to the four established target areas where an average of 23 percent of the population did.
Furthermore, only 2 percent of the permanent resident population was under the age of eighteen and a full 49 percent of those youth did not live with both parents. By contrast, in Hunter's Point 49 percent of the population was under eighteen, but 72 percent lived with both parents. These statistics charted something that the professionals working in the Tenderloin already knew: Although fewer children resided in the area, a large percentage of those who did live there did not have the support of traditional nuclear families. Critically, the census statistics largely missed the street youth who were transient and did not permanently reside in the area, as well as the presumably large number who had arrived in the socially volatile five years since the 1960 census. The statistics showed a neighborhood in need, but the area's organizers knew the statistics told only part of the story. The real nature of disadvantage in the Tenderloin required more research.
This research first appeared in a report circulated in late fall 1965 called "The White Ghetto," but, when published by Glide in February 1966, the title became The Tenderloin Ghetto: The Young Reject in Our Society. Notably, the report described the nature of disadvantage in the Tenderloin in a manner quite different from the ethno-racial terms used by the SFEOC to portray poverty in the original four target areas. The report began:
The Tenderloin . . . is notorious for prostitution, drunkenness, newsstands selling trashy pulp magazines, pimping, pill pushing, robbing and rolling, shoplifting, and other misbehavior. Within its borders are hamburger stands, numerous restaurants, bars (some of them "gay"), businesses, seedy hotels, and a few churches. . . . The clamor drowns out the distinctive
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human sounds of individual persons. One is easily lost into anonymityinto loneliness-in the midst of crowds.
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According to the report, once night fell, individual voices became audible and the distinctive human landscape of the area came into clear relief. The report revealed that the area housed "a community of some 30,000 people, among them a very large group of youth and young adults between the ages of 12 and 25 years, of every race, religion, creed and situation in life." It further noted that many of these young people did not actually reside in the area, but instead arrived for the weekends, when they populated the streets by the thousands. Residents and visitors alike, the report claimed, were "mostly males" who "form a sub-culture that is generally ignored or condemned by middle-class oriented society"-a lightly veiled reference to homosexuals.
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Illuminating what the statistical accounting of the area revealed, the authors contended, "The young person in the Tenderloin invariably comes from a deprived family background. A poor relationship with father or mother, a broken home, or no home at all is the rule rather than the exception." The authors argued that one main reason for the shattered bond between parent and child was the latter's sexual identity. Arguing that "sexual identification is also a major problem for the youth of the Tenderloin" and that "homosexual behavior is the most prominent," the authors nevertheless found that their problems lay less in the fact of their sexuality but much more in the familial and societal rejection because of it. 46 As a result of this rejection, the youth turned to unhealthy pursuits, such as drugs, and they sought acceptance from their similarly troubled peers and from "Johns" who paid for their company. 47 Forrester, Hansen, and Bird-the authors of the report-concluded that, along with social workers and ministers willing to meet youth on their own terms, a 45. Hansen, Forrester, and Bird, The Tenderloin Ghetto, 1-2. 46. Ibid., 3, 6. 47. Although the report directed attention to the problems of young, mostly homosexual men, it also briefly addressed female prostitution, "the young lesbian," and "the single adult." larger service apparatus, including health, education, and legal services, was necessary. As refugees from abuse and broken homes, the youth also needed housing and assistance in finding jobs. The authors highlighted their needs with the observation that "for those youth who are not arrested there are essentially no services available which appeal to them." The authors argued, "We are convinced that there is an urgent need for some sort of program directed toward helping these outcasts of society. . . . So we are working for the establishment of new programs which will utilize community resources to deal with the pressing problems encountered by the young people living in or frequenting the Tenderloin." In phrasing likely designed to appeal to SFEOC administrators working under the dictum "maximum feasible participation," the authors asserted, "As much as possible, the youth and young adults of the Tenderloin must be enabled to become spokesmen for their own needs; they must be intimately involved in the mechanics of proposing solutions and designing programs which meet their needs." 48 With the publication of the The Tenderloin Ghetto, a stark picture of social isolation emerged, making the case for the legitimacy of need and for the creation of a fifth antipoverty target area.
The research conducted by the SFEOC and the Tenderloin organizers offered comparable descriptions of economic marginalization in Central City and the four established target areas. The data also confirmed that the nature of poverty differed from one neighborhood to the next, both for those advocating for recognition of Central City as well as those opposed to it. The SFEOC's organizing rationale for the four established areas posited that poverty came from a history of racial discrimination, recent immigrant status, and the costs associated with raising and educating children. To the advocates of Central City, the statistics demonstrated that poverty resulted largely from isolation from the economic and emotional support of a family and/or cohesive ethno-racial group. In other words, in the four established target areas, poverty took hold the more closely one was linked to a non-white ethno-racial minority group; in Central City, poverty became more pronounced the further one was isolated from the family and/or social group into which one was born.
48. Hansen, Forrester, and Bird, The Tenderloin Ghetto, 16, 2-3, 17.
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Considering the importance placed on ethno-racial factors in determining the location of the original four target areas, one might expect that the residents and professionals fighting to get Central City recognized as the fifth target area would have directly challenged the race-based definition of poverty employed by the SFEOC. After all, a strictly colorblind approach using only income and employment statistics would have easily qualified Central City as a target area and would have placed the SFEOC in compliance with OEO program guidelines. But this did not happen. Instead, Central City activists took another approach-one that would have important repercussions not only for San Francisco's anti-poverty program but also for the articulation of urban minority politics in that city for decades to come. Rather than seeking to minimize the role of ethno-racial factors in defining poverty, activists in the Tenderloin and South of Market introduced social marginalization and individual isolation as key factors in the disadvantage of population groups, thus augmenting the mix of economic and ethno-racial factors already in play. By articulating the way in which the denizens of Central City too were disadvantaged, despite the white racial identity of the majority of the poor there, the activists also initiated a dialog on whether membership in a minority group was in fact the best way to determine who might be eligible for the ameliorative programs of the welfare state. The activists asked: Should not the impoverished, socially isolated, queerly disadvantaged denizens of Central City be eligible for government assistance too?
Creating the Central City Target Area
A cohort of community advocates and residents in the South of Market area attempted to gain access to SFEOC monies too. Unlike the Tenderloin, some small amount of SFEOC funds had been expended exploring the needs of South of Market residents. Calvin Colt, a white schoolteacher and lifelong San Francisco resident, was the first staff member and the interim director of the Mission Target Area. While serving in this position in mid-1965, Colt began examining problems in South of Market, the area he considered "San Francisco's oldest slum and its most impoverished area."
49 Colt connected with others serving this population, 
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including Sergeant Davey of the Salvation Army and Phyllis Edwards, the first ordained Episcopal "deaconess" in the United States. Together with a group of mostly elderly area residents, Colt, Davey, and Edwards began to develop plans to address the needs of South of Market residents with the notion that monies from the adjacent Mission Target Area would fund these projects. But, as Colt contended in an interview, activists from groups such as the Mexican American Political Association soon gained power in the Mission Target Area and replaced Colt with Latino former parole officer Alex Zermano as area director, based in part on their objections to Colt's work among the largely white elderly population South of Market.
Recognizing their common cause, by early 1966 the community advocates in the Tenderloin, led by Forrester, joined forces with those in South of Market, led by Colt, to fight for the combined poverty area that was then named Central City. This group of ministers, social workers, and Tenderloin and South of Market residents worked intensely for about six months, fighting to right what they perceived to be a gross wrong: the exclusion of Central City from the War on Poverty. They first articulated this goal formally to the SFEOC executive committee on the evening of February 16, 1966 . The advocates wanted the executive committee to accept their proposal and bring it before the full SFEOC board for a vote. But, as the San Francisco Examiner reported the following day, "The executive committee, somewhat taken aback by the proposal, decline to act immediately" and instead sent the proposal to the research subcommittee scheduled to report back in March with recommendations. 50 Central City advocates saw this as a stalling tactic and feared their work fated to a silent bureaucratic death. Not willing to sit quietly aside, they stepped up their community organizing efforts and sought to prove to the SFEOC leaders both that their cause was just and that they too could muster the kind of community pressure exerted by civil rights activists in the city-wide protests two years earlier. Complicating their efforts, the San Francisco Chronicle printed an above-the-masthead headline roaring, "NEON SEX JUNGLE!" This article, along with several others, picked up on the sensational story of youth in the Tenderloin presented in the Glide report, albeit not necessarily in the manner the authors hoped. 51 In language lifted from tabloid exposés, the front-page article began: "The Tenderloin district is teeming with boy and girl prostitutes to an extent that makes the Left Bank of Paris look like a Midwestern picnic ground." Quoting both Glide's Tenderloin Ghetto report and interviews with its authors, the Chronicle article aimed primarily to shock-to tell not only about the presence of male prostitutes, but also how young and numerous they were. The article did, however, communicate the report's call for help, noting that it "strongly urged a more tolerant attitude from authorities" and advocated proposals for new services to assist the youth. A follow-up article contained interviews with a few of the young male prostitutes and, while still sensational, the second piece gave a human voice to the boys on the street too. It also made explicit what was more implicit in the Glide report and the first Chronicle article: The reason these young men were outsiders was that they were homosexual and, as a consequence, rejected by families and society at large. For example, nineteen-year-old Dan's parents "know he is 'gay.'" "'My mother and father are ashamed of me,' he said. 'When I phoned them I was coming home they said, 'Wear something decent-don't come in looking like a fag.'" 52 Yet, even as these articles 51. Donovan Bess, "Tenderloin's Exiles of Sin," in San Francisco Chronicle, Feb. 24, 1966, pp. 1, 14 . See the follow-up coverage by Bess, "Stories of 'Boys for Sale,'" in ibid., March 2, 1966, p. 5. These articles were part of a frenzy of attention directed at the Tenderloin in 1965 and 1966. The Rev. Don Stuart, a Presbyterian minister, had been practicing for about six months as a night minister, largely working with and listening to homosexuals and others in the Tenderloin, when media reports began to circulate of this unique ministry that drew attention to the problems of the city's "night peo- 52. Bess, "Stories of 'Boys for Sale.'" Although the causes of poverty in the Tenderloin, along with the demographics of its poor, were much broader than homosexuality alone, at this point in the 1960s homosexuality was seen by the populace, and reflected by the media, as the most visible and pronounced manifestation of queerness. In other words, the foregrounding of homosexuality in this article merely follows the raised awareness of social despair in the Tenderloin, the publicity also resulted in a police crackdown on the very youth whom the authors of the report wanted to help.
53
Although most articles failed to make the direct connection between the problems in Central City and the efforts to make it the fifth target area, other coverage reveals that the report and publicity campaign began to have the desired effect. In late February 1966, the Chronicle reported that powerful police chief Thomas Cahill backed the Central City cause, claiming that the police department was "really strapped" for personnel and, besides, was not adequately equipped to address the unique needs of the Tenderloin denizens. This time the newspaper reported that Hansen and his colleagues were prepared to "call on Mayor John F. Shelley today to seek his support for their campaign to get a fifth anti-poverty district established." 54 A series of televised press conferences followed, and the proponents again emphasized their push to create a fifth target area.
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The plan to enlist the mayor's support made political sense, but it also was risky, considering Mayor Shelley's strained relationship with SFEOC board members.
56 When Shelley established the SFEOC in August 1964, he created a nonprofit corporation that would have fifty board members, all of whom he would appoint.
Although he made what he thought were astute political moves by appointing well-regarded African Americans to chair the board and to serve as its employed executive director, he wanted downtown businessmen well represented on the board too, arguing that such well-connected individuals could best create jobs for the city's dominant pattern in the 1960s whereby male homosexuals would often stand in for a much broader range of urban "deviance" including, but not limited to, lesbians, prostitutes, drug addicts, and those who today would be labeled transgender. On the representation of homosexuality in this era, see Meeker, Contacts Desired, esp. section II.
53. See "Cops, Vice and the Sorry Tenderloin," San Francisco Chronicle, undated clipping [c. spring 1966] in the Hansen Papers. Police harassment of street youth continued, apparently unabated, for the duration of the 1960s; see, for example, George Gilbert, "Poverty Aide Rips into Blake's Vice Campaign," in ibid., Aug. 25, 1967 , and Stryker and Silverman, dirs., "Screaming Queens." 54. Donovan Bess, "The Cops vs. City's Sin Jungle," San Francisco Chronicle, Feb. 25, 1966, pp. 1, 24. 55. Hansen to [?], Feb. 26, 1966. 56 . My account draws upon dozens of articles from the Chronicle and Examiner as well as that provided by Kramer, Participation of the Poor; also see Willie Thompson, (San Francisco, 1965). poor. Upon the heels of these appointments, however, an opposition group formed challenging Shelley's plans for keeping control of the program under the gilded dome of city hall. Calling themselves Citizens United Against Poverty (CUAP), this group consisted largely of the same black ministers and civil rights activists who had led the protests against hotels and auto dealerships in 1963. These activists demanded greater representation of the poor on the SFEOC board to ensure, according to a sociologist who studied the group, "the right of target area residents to review and veto programs; employment policies that would not exclude those lacking formal education and professional training; and majority representation of the poor on the executive committee of the EOC." 57 Cities across the country experienced such battles for control over War on Poverty boards and funds, but the strength of CUAP and the relative weakness of Shelley meant that, after a protracted battle, the mayor eventually capitulated in San Francisco.
Enemy of the Poor: The Struggle of the War on Poverty in San Francisco
When the board was reorganized in September 1965, the mayor had twenty-three appointees, and the original four target areas elected a majority with twenty-four board members; the target areas also received majority representation on the board's executive committee. With this change, the CUAP activists emerged victorious, and the mayor's reputation suffered a severe blow. Although impossible to determine precisely from the vantage of today, the mayor was probably primed to support the Central City insurgents because they too had been rebuffed by the powerful CUAP-affiliated leaders on the SFEOC board. So, when the mayor met with Hansen and his colleagues and verbally gave support to the creation of the Central City Target Area, the mayor likely had his eye on creating a new power bloc on the SFEOC board rather than on endorsing the legitimacy of claims made by those who were queerly disadvantaged in San Francisco. The effect, however, was the same: With this move, a big city mayor implicitly acknowledged that the disadvantaged in the Tenderloin and South of Market-including homosexuals, prostitutes, addicts, and the elderly-deserved anti-poverty aid and recognition as residents of a target area on a par with African Americans, Latinos, and Asians.
57. Kramer, Participation of the Poor, 29; on John Shelley's support for a new target area, also see Hansen to [?], Feb. 26, 1966. Inspired to act by the findings of the Glide report and by the SFEOC's continued refusal to expand their working definition of poverty and to name Central City a target area, Forrester and Colt, along with dozens of supporters, formed two advocacy organizations in March 1966, the Tenderloin Committee and the Central City Citizens Council. 58 The relationship between these organizations was fluid and evolving, but clearly they shared many members and had a common agenda: namely, the establishment of the Central City Target Area. Its members envisioned the Central City Citizens Council (CCCC) as the administrative model for a future target area; in fact, its chairman, Colt, was hired as the area's first director once it was established that summer. The Tenderloin Committee, in contrast, focused more on the problems associated with the Tenderloin and sought to develop programs that might one day be funded by the SFEOC.
Between mid-February and late May advocates for the creation a new target area and those hoping to prevent it waged a contentious, vociferous, and lively battle, animated further by the ringside reporting of journalists feeding on images of Tenderloin denizens mau-mauing the anti-poverty establishment. Money, or lack thereof, motivated both sides. The residents and activists in Central City wanted what they considered a fair share of federal funds to fight poverty as it manifested in the Tenderloin and South of Market, but representatives of the established target areas resisted dividing a pie into five slices that previously had been divided into quarters. Although the SFEOC budget was increasing at this point, a fifth target area would mean a smaller percentage of funds would go to each area. Moreover, fiscal challenges were brewing as the escalation of the war in Vietnam corralled monies that might instead have gone to the other war-the War on Poverty. 59. The public was aware of the likelihood of decreasing poverty funds; see "War on Poverty Funds Cut, " San Francisco Sun Reporter, March 19, 1966, p. 7 . Still, Colt and others argued that it was possible for additional funds to be secured to offset the decline in funds going to the four target areas should a fifth one be created. Fear of Noticeably absent from this debate, as evidenced in newspaper accounts and meeting minutes of the day and oral history interviews since then, was a pronounced ideological dimension. Scholars have identified battles over different anti-poverty ideologies and community organizing strategies at the center of many similar debates within War on Poverty programs. However, in this debate, the record remained profoundly mute on ideology but rife with debates about the allocation of resources, focusing instead on who should have access to those resources, not on what might be done with resources once allocated. Thus, very little evidence suggests that leaders of the established poverty areas objected to Central City's community organizing model as a basis for rejecting their claims to resources. 60 In addition to the strict funding question, the more intractable and complex questions remained: Who constituted "the poor," what were the sources of disadvantage, and how should the SFEOC define poverty? By addressing these questions in The Tenderloin Ghetto report and in public forums thereafter, members and leaders of the Tenderloin Committee and the CCCC made their arguments supporting the creation of a fifth target area.
In early March George Choppelas, chair of the research committee of the SFEOC, reviewed arguments for the creation of a fifth target area. He presented his findings to the board's executive committee on March 16, recommending the "designation of the South of Market and East of Van Ness [the Tenderloin] as a fifth target area of the EOC," noting that his committee's recommendation was unanimous. 61 The executive committee concurred that the recommendation would be presented to the full board the smaller pieces of the pie, not to mention a shrinking pie itself, however, dominated the discussion. The foreseen cuts became a reality by mid-1966; see Harry Johanesen, "U.S. Slashes Poverty War Fund in City," San Francisco Examiner, July 20, 1966, and "A Storm Over S.F.'s Poverty War Cutback," in ibid., Dec. 6, 1966 , clippings found in box 10, Shelley Papers.
60. This is not to say that ideology, or at least ideologically infused language, was absent from battles within San Francisco's War on Poverty. The difference is that ideological discourse seemed to appear once funds were allocated for a target area, and then the debate raged about which faction best represented the area's poor residents. See Kramer, Participation of the Poor. following week. At this point, the decision became a time-sensitive matter, since March 31 was the deadline to seek new federal funding for target areas.
62 Aware of this tight timetable, members of the Tenderloin Committee and the CCCC took their plans directly to the reigning boards of other decision-making bodies, especially soliciting the support of the original target area leaders. The board of the Mission Target Area voted unanimously to recommend Central City as a fifth target area immediately after a speech endorsing the idea by powerful Assemblyman John Burton. 63 In letters to the chairs of the Mission and Chinatown Target Area boards, Colt thanked those boards, noting, "Your support of the designation of the North and South of Market as a new target area . . . demonstrates to attackers of the San Francisco anti-poverty program that there is unity among the city's poor." He added, "Be assured that this [Central City Citizens] Council will demonstrate similar good neighborliness and concern for your problems and will support your efforts to overcome poverty." 64 In advance of the late March SFEOC board meeting, the advocates for Central City finally took their proposal to the powerful Western Addition Target Area board. Rev. Ed Hansen, who helped make the presentation, reported tersely soon after the meeting, "They didn't support us."
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Even with support from the Mission and Chinatown Target Areas and from politicians from the moderate Mayor Shelley to the liberal Assemblyman John Burton, Central City advocates remained concerned that the SFEOC board would not vote in their favor. The Western Addition board had already made its opposition known, and the Hunter's Point board usually voted with the Western Addition. In preparation for the meeting, Colt informed his colleagues in Central City that "the constant opposition to funds from E.O.C. to the Tenderloin area is based on the leadership of San Francisco, and they are very fearful of losing control so this works against us." 70 Another observer remarked that Central City was rejected "because these were outcasts." 71 A journalist from the Sun Reporter, the most prestigious African American newspaper in the Bay Area, remarked on these factors too, noting that the demographic composition of Central City was at play, particularly with what were called the "peculiar problems which need specialized attention." Rather primly, the reporter observed, "The teenage problems differ from other portions of the city because of the commercialism attached to the sexual relations in which teenagers engage." 72 Just after the defeat, a group of mostly white Central City residents marched out of City Hall and protested the SFEOC vote with picket signs while singing "We Shall Overcome." Rev. Hansen reported, "The Negro people sat quietly and watched us leave singing their song." 73 The Sun Reporter noted that an hour after the adjournment of the meeting "the leaders of the downtown poor led their charges in a line which shuffled back and forth in front of the City Hall." 74 The reporter speculated that the marchers were waiting for television news crews to appear, but the media apparently never showed, and the prospects for Central City appeared dim. The white racial composition of the area, combined with the non-normative sexual practices and gender identities of its residents, prevented many from viewing Central City as analogous to the neighborhoods populated by ethno-racial minorities-even as the denizens of Central City were thought by many, including some African American leaders, as disadvantaged. But the nature of disadvantage in Central City was seen as qualitatively and perhaps quantitatively differentboth by Central City's advocates and opponents-from that found in the ethno-racial "ghettos" already recognized as target areas. The difference was that the homosexuals and addicts, the youth and the elderly, were seen as queerly disadvantaged. 79 In addition, Brandon fired Ussery's lieutenant, Kenneth Simmons, on charges of "incompetence, abuse of professional trust, and undermining staff morale," leading to further stress between headquarters and the Western Addition. 80 In this quickly changing landscape, with mounting pressure from forces external to the SFEOC and quickly diminishing internal cohesion among Central City's opponents, the proposal again came up for a vote. On May 25, 1966, the multifarious tactics finally succeeded, and the SFEOC board voted in favor of establishing Central City as the fifth anti-poverty target area with votes from mayoral appointees and representatives from the Mission and Chinatown target areas. Harry Bridges, who attended the meeting, spoke soon after the vote and commended the board on its move. 81 Standing against Central City and, by extension, the revised definition of poverty being presented, were representatives from the Western Addition and Hunter's Point. 82 Soon after the victory, Hansen wrote:
May 25th was really an exciting day for me this year. Besides being my birthday, it was the day the Economic Opportunity Council of S.F. decided to designate the Central City area of S.F. as the 5 th target area for this poverty program in S.F. For months we had been working to get this to happen, and for months we had met delay after delay, and then finally . . . we received: designation as a target area, $125,000 for area development, the go-ahead for an Interim Area Board, and the approval of no less than $100,000 for future service programs.
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Soon Colt was named first area director and Forrester was hired as a community organizer. The community-organizing process took nearly a year, but the unlikely coalition of Central City denizens finally showed that they did have muscle and numbers. Thus, they were able to reap the first harvests of the movement begun in the 1950s to direct attention to those in society who were queerly disadvantaged. In gaining recognition, the queerly disadvantaged denizens of Central City saw their movement and their understanding of poverty's origins in some manner legitimized by the state. Many of the same activists later built upon this tenuously held conception and sought further legitimization of the notion that disadvantaged groups need not all be defined as ethno-racial minorities.
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Conclusion: The Central City Target Area
A full accounting of the projects undertaken by the Central City Target Area beginning in the second half of 1966 goes beyond the scope of this essay, but it is worth mentioning that, under area. Minutes of the Executive Committee of the Economic Opportunity Council of San Francisco, May 18, 1966, in ibid. 82. "S.F. Poverty Warriors Open Downtown Front," and Kramer, Participation of the Poor, 60. Kramer noted that the vote to designate Central City a target area was very close and split between the black-dominated boards and the Latino-and Asiandominated boards.
83. Hansen to "Folks," May 30, 1966, Hansen Papers. 84. Evidence further suggests that this movement among Central City denizens opened the door for other groups to request their share of monies from the thenexpanded welfare state. A San Francisco Examiner reporter added that once Central City had been established, others too stood up, including "Richard McKenzie, the Indian member of the EOC, to complain that the city's thousands of poverty-stricken Indians could not get jobs on the EOC staff" either. "S.F. Poverty Warriors Open Downtown Front." the directorship of Colt and, later, Don Lucas, a gay man and former leader of the Mattachine Society, the target area pursued an agenda similar to that of the Mission and Chinatown, which emphasized both community organizing and the provision of services. This approach differed from Hunter's Point and, especially, the Western Addition, where nearly the entire budgets went to salaries for community organizers. 85 In keeping with OEO and SFEOC requirements, Central City achieved majority representation of the poor on its board, thus meeting the baseline "maximum feasible participation" goal of War on Poverty programs. Colt recruited a number of non-profit agency professionals to the board as well. Its main projects included the establishment of a Multi-Service Center as the clearinghouse for services and the administrative center for the target area; the funding of the Hospitality House in the Tenderloin, a twenty-four-hour drop-in service center for runaways and street youth, which exists to this day; and the purchase of a mobile health van, operated by "hippie doctor" Joel Fort, which brought medical services and education to the street.
86 Community empowerment was the touchstone of a few programs sponsored by Central City or developed in this context. One of the more visible was called Vanguard and was run by youth, mostly gay male, lesbian, transgender, or some mix thereof. Described by historian Susan Stryker as the nation's first gay liberation organization because of its militancy and adoption of New Left rhetoric, Vanguard also fit well within the framework of community action. 87 Not only did its publication provide a voice for a previously silent group of "outcasts," but it established a base from which that group could begin to agitate for rights and respect.
After the establishment of the Central City Target Area, the SFEOC vastly expanded the geographic footprint of the original four target areas so that about half of the city of San Francisco was covered within the five target areas by the end of 1966. For Central City, this meant that the entire South of Market area became part of the Central City Target Area. This factor meant that the 85. On the distribution of funds in the Western Addition, see Crowe, Prophets of Rage, 168-174, and Kramer, Participation of the Poor, 37-41. 86. See Joel Fort, M.D., interviewed by Caroline Crawford, 1991 , 1992 , and 1993 87. On Susan Stryker's reasoning, see Elizabeth Armstrong, Forging Gay Identities: Organizing Sexuality in San Francisco, 1950 -1994 (Chicago, 2002 community served by Central City wound up vastly broader and more diverse than the homosexuals, elderly, and other "social outcasts" who had been at the center of the struggle to gain recognition in the first place. In particular, while the Tenderloin had a majority white population, the residential alleyways south of Market Street also housed Filipino families, and the small South Park neighborhood far from Market Street was largely African American. 88 Moreover, as two of the historic gateway neighborhoods in San Francisco, the Tenderloin and South of Market received much of the new wave of immigrants who arrived beginning in 1968 as a result of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act. 89 This meant that, in addition to groups like Vanguard and centers such as the Hospitality House targeting those who might be deemed queerly disadvantaged, Central City also eventually funded initiatives such as the South of Market Pappas Club, a social club and organizing base for Filipino youth. It was with this unlikely mix of Tenderloin and South of Market denizens, then, that we finally see all the diverse elements that went into staging the unique event that began this article, the Central City Street Fair of June 1967.
The Central City Target Area and the SFEOC unquestionably failed to solve the problem of poverty and social marginalization in the Tenderloin. 90 However, the movement to establish an anti-poverty outpost in San Francisco's Central City was remarkable productive in other ways. Through the research and advocacy conducted by organizers such as Rev. Hansen and Mark Forrester, a new understanding of the origins of poverty emerged, which demonstrated that homosexuals and other social outcasts were disadvantaged not because they were sinners, criminals, or non-normative gender identity, would also gain recognition as a minority group deserving of protection. As Susan Stryker has argued, a riot of transsexuals, street youth, and "hair fairies" in the Tenderloin in the summer of 1966, shortly after the establishment of Central City Target Area, provides evidence for how this process not only encouraged the urban power structure to recognize unconventional sources of disadvantage and the legitimacy of new groups, but how it helped members of those groups recognize their own legitimacy in the process.
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The events of 1965 and 1966 demonstrate a key phase in the process by which impoverished groups not only sought to understand the nature of their disadvantage but also to establish their own legitimacy as groups deserving the welfare state's protections. Yet embedded within this movement to seek state assistance is a cautionary tale that gets to the heart of not only what was accomplished during the War on Poverty but also the instances of misunderstanding that it bred. The San Francisco example demonstrates that many African Americans considered the War on Poverty theirs. Nevertheless, the dominant language of the War on Poverty was a race-neutral one that referred broadly to economic opportunity, not racial equality or uplift. The fact that other groups, including non-white ethno-racial minorities such as Chinese immigrants, as well as those I call the queerly disadvantaged, considered the War on Poverty theirs too should in retrospect come as no surprise. Thus, the initial focus on African American neighborhoods-the Western Addition and Hunter's Point-to the exclusion of Chinatown, the Tenderloin, and South of Market fits well within what we know about Johnson's program. Moreover, the fight waged by groups in those initially excluded areas for inclusion might also be expected.
What then comes as a surprise are the successful movements among non-black disadvantaged groups to gain inclusion in programs led by African Americans. Clearly, the Central City advocates achieved their success not by arguing for a direct analogy between racial minorities and other groups. Yes, the Central City advocates did make the case that the residents of the Tenderloin and South of Market were disadvantaged, but they also pointed out 92. See Gay and Lesbian Historical Society, "MTF Transgender Activism in the Tenderloin and Beyond." the ways in which the nature of that disadvantage differed. 93 The effort in Central City, featuring white homosexuals and transgenders, old-age pensioners and street youth, demonstrated that, quite unlike the racially disadvantaged people in the Western Addition and Hunter's Point, these people were queerly disadvantaged due to their isolation from the communities in which they were born; that despite their racial identities, these people found that middleclass status and white privilege were tenuous and might well be lost if they were cast out from their families and thus from middleclass America. The competition for OEO monies, then, brought differences among the poor into sharper contrast and shifted the discourse on poverty, the nature of disadvantage, and the scope of groups considered legitimate targets for the ameliorative programs of the welfare state in era of the Great Society.
93. This conclusion was also reached by the Urban League in the fall of 1966 when that organization issued guidelines for addressing different forms of poverty in each target area; see Dick Meister, "The Four Kinds of Poverty in S.F.," San Francisco Chronicle, Oct. 10, 1966, box 10, Shelley Papers. One might even find some application of this story to current debates considering the analogy between the black civil rights movement and the fight for homosexual equality, especially in relation to same-sex marriage and military service. On one hand, many have expressed frustration with the analogy, with some arguing that homosexuals "choose" their identity and thus the racial analogy does not apply, while others claim that the history of black enslavement and oppression makes their fight for equality different and more profound in most regards. On the other hand, many activists point out that homosexuals too have long suffered both de facto and de jure forms of discrimination and that the civil rights metaphor is meaningful historically and thus useful currently. I think that the history of the anti-poverty program in San Francisco serves to remind us that, while not all minority groups are disadvantaged in the same way, different forms of disadvantage nevertheless may result in very real patterns of social isolation, poverty, and discrimination that are equally worthy of ameliorative efforts.
